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the chosen algorithm for solving the large scale system of equations should be ofoptimal algorithmic complexity.For two dimensional elliptic problems optimal triangulations for low order�nite elements can be achieved by isotropic mesh re�nement based on a posteriorierror indicators [Ver96]. The corresponding approach in three dimensions doesin general not lead to optimal triangulations in the sense of an energy error oforder N�p=3, p being the polynomial degree. Besides local re�nement towardsthe corners optimal triangulations require anisotropic mesh re�nement towardsthe edges of the geometry [Ape99, AN98, ANS00].Multigrid methods (see [Hac85, Bra93] and many references therein) are algo-rithms of optimal (this means linear) complexity for the solution of the systemsof linear equations obtained by the �nite element method. Multigrid methodshave been suggested and analyzed for anisotropic problems with tensor productstructure. One approach is to take care of the strong connections by properlydesigned line or plane smoothers [Wit89, Hac89, Ste93, BZ00], another is to buildup the hierarchy of triangulations by semi-coarsening [Zha95, GO95b, MXZ95].Semi-coarsening and line/plane smoothing can be combined. In [BH99], forexample, a certain class of singular perturbed problems is considered, and it issuggested to use semi-coarsening with respect to the \harmless" coordinate andline relaxation in the direction of the singular perturbation. In the case of edgesingularities, the edge direction could be considered as the harmless directionbut then we need a good plane smoother in the orthogonal direction. Since thisstrategy is not easy to implement for a hierarchical smoother, we propose to usea line smoother in edge direction and semi-coarsening in the orthogonal planewhich turns out to be easy to implement and e�cient in application. In thispaper we prove robust V-cycle convergence rates of the suggested scheme. Theframework is due to Braess and Hackbusch [BH83].We note that this multigrid method is essentially a two-dimensional standardmultigrid where the third dimension is treated only in the smoother. The two-dimensional method with mesh re�nement towards singular corners is analyzed in[Yse86]. While in that paper regularity and interpolation results have been citedfrom [BKP79, Kon67] we cannot use results from literature immediately. Thereason is that the two-dimensional plane with mesh re�nement is only a trace ofthe three-dimensional domain where the problem is posed. In order to circumventthe loss of regularity due to trace theorems we introduce an intermediate semi-discrete space eV , see (15), and prove regularity of an auxiliary problem andinterpolation results ourselves.The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the investigatedproblem is formulated. Section 3 introduces the multigrid scheme. The multigridanalysis is performed in Section 4, two proofs are postponed to Sections 5 and 6.In Section 7 we give numerical results con�rming our theory and show furtherapplications of the developed multigrid scheme.2



2 Problem Formulation and DiscretizationLet 
 = G � Z where G � R2 is a polygonal domain and Z is a real interval.By the local nature of corner singularities (and then edge ones for 
), we maysuppose that G has possibly one corner with interior angle ! > � at the origin,the other interior angles being smaller than �. The corresponding edge of 
 ispart of the z-axis and will be called the singular edge of 
. Spatial variablesare written as (x; z) = (x1; x2; z) with x 2 G and z 2 Z. Accordingly, thegradient is split into partial derivatives as r = (@x; @z). Let V := H10 (
) be theusual Sobolev space. We consider the Poisson equation with Dirichlet boundaryconditions whose variational form is: Find u 2 V such thatA(u; v) = f(v) 8 v 2 V (1)with the symmetric, continuous and elliptic bilinear form A(:; :), and the contin-uous linear form f(:) on V , namelyA(u; v) := Z
ru � rv dx and f(v) := Z
 fv dx:The energy norm is de�ned as kukA := A(u; u)1=2.The domain 
 is covered by a tensor product triangulation T = Tx
Tz, whereTx and Tz are conforming triangulations of G and Z, respectively [Cia78]. Thetwo dimensional triangulation Tx is assumed to ful�ll the bounded minimal anglecondition. The triangulation Tz is arbitrary. We de�ne the mesh size functionshL;x = hL;x(x; z) = diam Tx for x 2 Tx 2 Tx; z 2 Z; (2)hL;z = hL;z(x; z) = diam Tz for x 2 G; z 2 Tz 2 Tz (3)for plane and edge directions. The positive integer L denotes the �nal re�ne-ment level of the multigrid hierarchy de�ned below. We do not assume relationsbetween hL;x and hL;z and thus anisotropic triangulations are included.We introduce the piecewise a�ne �nite element spacesM10(Tx) = fu 2 C0(G) : uj@G = 0; ujTx 2 P1 8Tx 2 Txg;M10(Tz) = fu 2 C0(Z) : uj@Z = 0; ujTz 2 P1 8Tz 2 Tzgwith the nodal bases f'iL;xgNL;xi=1 and f'iL;zgNL;zi=1 and space dimensions NL;x andNL;z. Then the tensor product bilinear �nite element space is de�ned byVL :=M10(Tx)
M10(Tz) = (u =Xi;j ui;j'iL;x(x)'jL;z(z)) :The �nite element approximation uL 2 VL of the variational problem (1) is de�nedby Galerkin projection A(uL; vL) = f(vL) 8 vL 2 VL: (4)3



Finally, we de�ne the distance to the singular edge of 
 (the singular pointof G, respectively) by r = r(x; z) = r(x) = jxj: (5)For the following a priori estimate we refer to [Ape99, AN98]:Theorem 1 (A priori estimate). Let (xT ; zT ) denote the center of the elementT 2 T . Assume that the mesh sizes ful�llhL;x(x; z) ' hL r(xT )� 8 (x; z) 2 T 2 T ;hL;z(x; z) ' hL 8 (x; z) 2 T 2 T (6)with the global (positive) mesh size parameter hL. The grading parameter � is�xed and is assumed to ful�ll1� �! � p2p� 2 < � < 1: (7)Then there holds the a priori error estimateku� uhk1 � hLkfk0;p (8)for p > 2. The number of elements is of optimal order h�3L .The condition (7) shortens for p = 2 to the slightly weaker assumption1� �! < � < 1; (9)but the estimate (8) has been proved in this case in [Ape99] for certain mixedboundary conditions only. For the Dirichlet problem just the result as stated inthe theorem has been obtained yet. But we underline that our multigrid theoryis also valid under the weaker assumption (9).3 Multigrid AlgorithmThe multigrid algorithm requires a sequence of triangulations T1; T2; : : : ; TL. Wemay and will assume that the triangulations and the generated �nite elementspaces are nested. The proposed re�nement strategy is to perform �rst full re-�nement in z-direction, and then generate the hierarchy of meshes by re�nementin the x-plane. Each triangulation in the hierarchy has the tensor product struc-ture Tl = Tl;x 
 Tz 1 � l � L:This means that there is the full re�nement in z-direction for all levels l, 1 � l �L. We de�ne the mesh size functions hl;x and hl;z in analogy to (2) and (3). We4



assume that the triangulations Tl;x ful�ll the bounded minimal angle condition.Further, the grading of the meshes ful�llshl;x = hl;x(x; z) ' hl r(xT )� 8 (x; z) 2 T 2 Tl (10)with the global mesh size parameter hl of level l, and � from (9). The ratio ofsuccessive parameters hl�1=hl is assumed to be bounded.We mention two methods to generate the sequence of meshes ful�lling (10).The �rst one is to split each triangle of Tl�1 into 4 triangles, and move onlynodes along edges towards the singular corner. Another possibility, the so-calleddyadic partitioning, is to use local mesh re�nement of Tx, where the elementswith hl;xr(xT )�� > C0hl (with a suitably de�ned constant C0) are marked forre�nement. Both methods have advantages. The �rst one enables a more e�cientdata structure, the second one is related to a posteriori mesh size control.We de�ne the sequence of nested �nite element spacesVl :=M10(Tl;x)
M10(Tz):and the linear operator Al : Vl ! Vl by(Alul; vl)0 = A(ul; vl) 8 ul; vl 2 Vl;l = 1; 2; : : : ; L. Additionally, we de�ne for uL 2 VL the L2 and energy projectionsQl : VL ! Vl and Pl : VL ! Vl by(QluL; vl)0 = (uL; vl)0 8vl 2 Vl;A(PluL; vl) = A(uL; vl) 8vl 2 Vl;l = 1; : : : ; L. For 1 � l � k � L there holds the equationPl = A�1l QlAk on Vk:The smoother of the considered multigrid scheme is a line Jacobi or symmetricline Gauss-Seidel iteration along mesh lines in z-direction. Let f'xl;igNl;xi=1 be thenodal basis of S10(Tx) and Nl;x = dim S10(Tx). We de�ne on each level l thesubspaces Vl;i := spanf'l;ig 
M10(Tz); i = 1; : : : ; Nl;x;and the corresponding energy projections Pl;i : Vl ! Vl;i, determined for ul 2 Vlby A(Pl;iul; vl;i) = A(ul; vl;i) 8vl;i 2 Vl;i:Then the (damped) line Jacobi smootherSl := I � � Nl;xXi=1 Pl;i5



with a suitable damping parameter � ' 1 can be written asSl = I � �D�1l Al:The operator D�1l is indeed the inverse of a selfadjoint and positive de�niteoperator Dl : Vl ! Vl. It leads to the inner productDl(ul; vl) := (Dlul; vl)0 8 ul; vl 2 Vland the associated norm kulkDl := Dl(ul; ul)1=2. By the technique of [BP92]the analysis of the present paper hands over to the symmetric multiplicativecounterpart. The multiplicative version does not need damping at all.Since the spaces are nested, the grid transfer operators are canonically de-�ned by embedding. As usual, we de�ne the V-cycle multigrid preconditioningoperators C�1l : Vl ! Vl by induction beginning with C1 = A1. For l > 1 andf 2 Vl we de�ne C�1l f = x2m+1 where x0 = 0,xi = xi�1 + �D�1l (f � Alxi�1); i = 1; 2; : : : ; m;xm+1 = xm + C�1l�1Ql�1(f � Alxm)xi = xi�1 + �D�1l (f � Alxi�1); i = m+ 2; m+ 3; : : : ; 2m+ 1: 9>=>; (11)First m steps of pre-smoothing are performed, then the coarse grid correctiontakes place, �nally m steps of post-smoothing are applied. The selfadjoint oper-ator C�1L can be used in the multigrid iteration with iteration matrix I �C�1L ALor as preconditioner in the conjugate gradient iteration.4 Multigrid AnalysisIn this section we analyze the convergence of the multigrid scheme formulatedabove. In order to apply the multigrid framework of Braess and Hackbusch[BH83], see also Theorem 3.6 in [Bra93], we need �rst to verify the approximationproperty kul � Pl�1ulk2Dl � C kulk2A 8 ul 2 Vl; l = 2; 3; : : : L; (12)see Theorem 5. The V-cycle convergence rate estimate is then a corollary. Westart with three lemmata.Lemma 2 (Representation of Dl-norm). For the norm induced by the lineJacobi preconditioner Dl there holds the following equivalence:kulk2Dl ' kh�1l;xulk20 + k@zulk20 8 ul 2 Vl: (13)6



Proof. Let ul 2 Vl. The decomposition ul = PNl;xi=1 ul;i with ul;i 2 Vl;i is unique.By the additive Schwarz method ([GO95a] use the most similar notation) weobtain kulk2Dl = Nl;xXi=1 kul;ik2A:Inverse inequalities applied to the basis functions 'il;x givekulk2Dl = Nl;xXi=1 �k@xul;ik20 + k@zul;ik20�' Nl;xXi=1 �kh�1l;xul;ik20 + k@zul;ik20�:By mapping techniques one veri�es the L2 stability of the splitting (see [Bra93],Chapter 5)Nl;xXi=1 kci'il;xk20;Tx '  Nl;xXi=1 ci'il;x20;Tx 8 c 2 RNl;x ; 8Tx 2 Tl;x: (14)Since the equivalence is local, we may insert the element-wise constant weighthl;x. Summing over the elements Tx 2 Tl;x givesNl;xXi=1 kh�1l;xci'il;xk20;G '  Nl;xXi=1 h�1l;x ci'il;x20;G:Set now ul;i =: ci(z)'il;x(x). Integration over z 2 Z leads toNl;xXi=1 kh�1l;xul;ik20 ' kh�1l;xulk20:By inserting @zul;i =: ci(z)'il;x into (14), summing over the elements Tx 2 Tl;x,and integrating over z 2 Z we obtainNl;xXi=1 k@zul;ik20 ' k@zulk20;and the proof is complete.The sequence of nested spaces Vl is contained in the semi-discrete spaceeV := H10 (G)
M10(Tz): (15)7



For our analysis we consider a subspace of eV ,V + := fu 2 eV : kukV+ <1gkuk2V + := kr�@xruk20 + kr��1@xuk20with � 2 R and r de�ned in (5).We remark that @zzu does not appear in k : kV + since this derivative is notcontained in L2(
). Moreover, the �rst order term is stronger than k@xruk0since we are interested in the case � < 1. The following two lemmata could alsobe proved without this term. The regularity result was then slightly shorter toprove but the prize consisted in more e�ort for proving the interpolation result.We decided to use the norm as de�ned above because it is the simpler of the twoversions.Lemma 3 (Regularity). Let u 2 eV be the solution of the variational problemA(u; v) = (f; v)0 8 v 2 eV (16)with f such that r�f 2 L2, 1 � �=! < � < 1. Then there holds the regularityestimate kukV + � kr�fk0: (17)Note that the restriction � < 1 ensures that f 2 H�1(
) and therefore theright hand side of (16) makes sense.Lemma 4 (Interpolation error estimate). There exists an interpolation op-erator Il : V + ! Vl such that the interpolation error satis�esku� IlukA � hl kukV + 8 u 2 V +:The proofs of Lemmata 3 and 4 are postponed to Sections 5 and 6.Theorem 5 (Approximation Property). The approximation property (12) isful�lled for the considered multigrid method (11).Proof. We use the equivalence (13) and obtainkul � Pl�1ulk2Dl ' kh�1l;x (ul � Pl�1ul)k20 + k@z(ul � Pl�1ul)k20:The second term of the right hand side is simply estimated byk@z(ul � Pl�1ul)k0 � kul � Pl�1ulkA � kulkA:It remains to show kh�1l;x (ul � Pl�1ul)k0 � kulkA: (18)8



As usual we formulate a dual problem. Since Vl � eV for all l, we can de�new 2 eV by A(w; v) = (h�2l;x (ul � Pl�1ul); v)0 8 v 2 eV ,! V:Since by de�nition (10) of hl;xkr�h�2l;x (ul � Pl�1ul)k0 � h�1l kh�1l;x (ul � Pl�1ul)k0 <1 (19)we can apply Lemma 3 and conclude, by using again (19),kwkV + � h�1l kh�1l;x (ul � Pl�1ul)k0:Here, no special consideration of the origin is necessary. We continue withGalerkin orthogonality, approximation, and regularity:kh�1l;x (ul � Pl�1ul)k20 = A(w; ul � Pl�1ul)= A(w � Il�1w; ul � Pl�1ul)� kw � Il�1wkA kul � Pl�1ulkA� hlkwkV + kulkA� kh�1l;x (ul � Pl�1ul)k0 kulkADividing by one factor gives (18) and thus the desired approximation property.Theorem 6 (Convergence rate estimate). For the V-cycle multigrid algo-rithm (11) with m pre- and m post-smoothing steps there holds the convergencerate estimate kI � C�1L ALkA � CC + 2m: (20)Proof. The result follows from the general multigrid theory of Braess and Hack-busch [BH83], see also Theorem 3.6 in [Bra93], by using the approximation prop-erty (12) which is proved in Theorem 5.5 RegularityProof of Lemma 3. The lemma will be proved in three steps: partial Fourier de-composition, regularity of the Fourier coe�cients, and Fourier composition. LetfeigNzi=1 be the Fourier basis in M10(Tz), that means, ei = ei(z) are the eigensolu-tions of (e0i; v0)0;Z = �2i (ei; v)0;Z 8 v 2 M10(Tz)with (ei; ej)0;Z = �ij and (e0i; e0j)0;Z = �2i �ij. Inserting u = PNzi=1 ui(x)ei(z) into(16) yields that ui(x) is solution of(@xui; @xv)0;G + �2i (ui; v)0;G = (fi; v)0;G 8 v 2 H10 (G);9



x1

x2
r = r1r = r0 x = (x1; x2)r�

Figure 1: Illustration of the notation.with fi = (f; ei)0;Z and r�fi 2 L2(G).Introduce now a cut-o� function � 2 C1(R+), �(r) 2 [0; 1], �(r) = 1 forr � r0, �(r) = 0 for r � r1 > r0, see Figure 1 for an illustration. Then weconsider the function ~ui = �(r)ui which satis�es(@x~ui; @xv)0;G + �2i (~ui; v)0;G = ( ~fi; v)0;G 8 v 2 H10 (G);with ~fi = �(r)fi � 2@xui@x�(r) � ui@2x�(r) and r� ~fi 2 L2(G). Observe that~ui = ~fi = 0 for r � r1. Thus we can extend ~ui and ~fi by 0 and consider insteadof G the in�nite cone K := f(r cos�; r sin�) 2 R : 0 < r <1; 0 < � < !g. Afterthe change of variables � = �ix we obtain that Ui(�) = ~ui(x) is solution of thefollowing problem:(@�Ui; @�V )0;K + (Ui; V )0;K = (��2i Fi; V )0;K 8V 2 H10 (K):We can now use the regularity result in Proposition 1.1 of [NP94, page 385],kUikE2�(K) � k��2i FikE0�(K) if j� � 1j < �! ;where the space E�̀(K) is the completion of C10 (K n 0) with respect to the normkUk2E�̀(K) := Xj�j�`ZK �2�(1 + �j�j�`)2jD�U j2 d�10



[NP94, page 300], � := j�j. By transforming the norms back one obtainsk�(r) uk2V+ = NzXi=1 ZG �r2�j@2x~uij2 + (r2��2i + r2��2)j@x~uij2� dx= ��2�+2i NzXi=1 ZK �2� �j@2�Uij2 + (1 + ��2)j@�Uij2� d�� ��2�+2i NzXi=1 ZK �2�j��2i Fij2 d�= NzXi=1 ZG r2�j ~fij2 dx� k�(r) r�fk20:By using that (1 � �(r))u vanishes near the corner, and hence is regular, thedesired result is proved.6 InterpolationProof of Lemma 4. Let Zh : H1(G)!M10(Tl;x) be the Scott-Zhang interpolationoperator [SZ90]. For an arbitrary triangle Tx 2 Tl;x and for m = 0; 1, ` = 1; 2,p 2 [1;1] the error estimateju� Zhujm;Tx � jTxj1=2�1=ph`�ml;x juj`;p; ~Tx (21)is satis�ed [SZ90], with ~Tx being the union of Tx and the triangles adjacent to Tx.Denote by f'igNzi=1 the nodal basis in M10(Tz) and split u with respect to thisbasis, u = NzXi=1 ui(x)'i(z):Note that the ui are here di�erent from them in Section 5. Then we de�ne theinterpolation operator Il : eV ! Vl byIlu = NzXi=1 (Zhui)(x)'i(z):For an arbitrary element T = Tx � (zj; zj+1), Tx 2 Tl;x, (zj; zj+1) 2 Tz,introduce ~T := ~Tx � (zj; zj+1). Divide now the set Tl into two subsets, Tl =Tl;R [ Tl;S, Tl;R := fT 2 Tl : inf(x;z)2 ~T jxj > 0g;Tl;S := fT 2 Tl : inf(x;z)2 ~T jxj = 0g;11



namely elements away from the edge and elements close to the edge.For elements T 2 Tl;R we obtain from (21) the estimatesk@x(u� Ilu)k0;T ' j+1Xi=j h1=2z k@x(ui � Zhui)k0;Tx� j+1Xi=j h1=2z hl;xk@2xuik0; ~Tx' hl;xk@2xuk0; ~T ;k@z(u� Ilu)k0;T = h�1=2z k(uj+1 � uj)� Zh(uj+1 � uj)k0;Tx� h�1=2z hl;xk@x(uj+1 � uj)k0; ~Tx= hl;xk@x@zuk0; ~T :That means, by using (10) and r(xT ) ' r(x) for x 2 ~T ,XT2Tl;R ku� Iluk2A � XTTl;R h2l;xkr@xuk20; ~T � h2l kuk2eV ; (22)where we have also used that only a �nite number of ~T overlap in any point.For elements T 2 Tl;S we derive estimates in a weighted space, namelyk@x(u� Ilu)k0;T ' j+1Xi=j h1=2z k@x(ui � Zhui)k0;Tx� j+1Xi=j h1=2z k@xuik0; ~Tx� k@xuk0; ~T� h1��l;x kr��1@xuk0; ~Tx' hlkr��1@xuk0; ~Tx;which is valid due to r � hl;x, r(xT ) ' hl;x (thus h1��l;x ' hl), and � � 1. Moreoverwe getk@z(u� Ilu)k0;T ' h�1=2z k(uj+1 � uj)� Zh(uj+1 � uj)k0;Tx� h�1=2z jTxj�1=2hl;xk@x(uj+1 � uj)k0;1; ~Tx� h�1=2z jTxj�1=2hl;xkr��k0; ~Txkr�@x(uj+1 � uj)k0; ~Tx� h1��l;x kr�@x@zuk0; ~T' hlkr�@x@zuk0; ~T :12



Figure 2: Mesh with 8 uniform layers and 5013 nodesConsequently, we get XT2Tl;S ku� Iluk2A � h1��l;x kuk2eV : (23)With (22) and (23) the lemma is proved.7 Numerical ResultsFor veri�cation of the analysis and to demonstrate the performance of the method,we present the following numerical results. We consider the three dimensionalL-shaped domain
 = G� (0; 1); with G = (�1; 1)2 n [0; 1]2:An initial triangulation was generated with 16 nodes and 6 prismatic elements.For the �rst tests (Tables 1 and 2), the elements were successively bisected in ver-tical direction until the triangulation T1 was obtained. For further tests (Table 3),we �rst split the prisms at z = 0:05, and proceeded with bisecting as before. Thehierarchy of triangulations was obtained by bisecting the whole stack of elementsbased on a priori element markers. All those elements T 2 Tl were re�ned forwhich hT;xr��T � 0:3 maxT 02TlfhT 0;xr��T 0 gholds. We chose the re�nement factor � = 1=2, which ful�lls the condition� > 1=3 to ensure an asymptotically optimal discretization error. Pictures of themeshes are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3.13



Figure 3: Mesh with boundary layer at z = 0:05 and 5013 nodesFor preconditioning the resulting �nite element system, the multigrid scheme(11) was applied with one multiplicative pre-smoothing and one reverse-ordermultiplicative post-smoothing step. For comparison, we did all computationsalso with a multigrid method with the standard point smoother on the samehierarchy of meshes.First we computed the condition numbers �fC�1L ALg of the preconditionedmatrix. In addition, we solved the Poisson problem��u = 1 in 
; u = 0 on @
;and used the multigrid preconditioner in the conjugate gradient method to reducethe residual error (measured byqrTC�1L r) by a factor of 10�8. Tables 1, 2 and 3show the results for various numbers of layers in vertical direction and numbersof nodes. Processor time refers to an SGI Octane R 10000, 250 MHz.The tests show the excellent performance of our multigrid method. The it-eration numbers are independent of the re�nement depth, and also independentof the mesh in edge direction. In comparison, the point smoother has problemswith strongly anisotropic meshes, expressed through a large condition numberand a large number of CG iterations.References[AN98] Th. Apel and S. Nicaise. The �nite element method with anisotropicmesh grading for elliptic problems in domains with corners and edges.Math. Methods Appl. Sci., 21:519{549, 1998.14



Point Smoother Line SmootherNodes �fC�1L ALg CG its. Time[sec] �fC�1L ALg CG its. Time [sec]136 1 2 1 2289 7.0 18 1.1 5816 4.8 17 0.1 1.3 7 0.11717 2.7 13 0.2 1.5 8 0.23536 2.3 12 0.4 1.6 9 0.67480 2.1 11 1.0 1.7 10 1.520060 2.1 12 3.1 1.9 11 4.340766 2.0 12 7.2 1.9 11 9.9111027 2.5 13 20.2 1.9 11 26.1241536 3.2 14 50.3 2.2 11 61.9320093 2.8 13 78.6 2.0 11 104.6Table 1: Results for uniform re�nement in z-direction, 16 layers of elements.
Point Smoother Line SmootherNodes �fC�1L ALg CG its. Time[sec] �fC�1L ALg CG its. Time [sec]520 1 2 1 21105 100.8 63 0.4 1.1 5 0.23120 65.6 63 1.4 1.3 8 0.66565 29.9 47 3.2 1.5 8 1.413520 19.9 40 6.7 1.6 9 3.428600 14.6 32 12.4 1.7 10 8.376700 12.2 29 29.9 1.9 11 22.8155870 10.9 27 62.4 1.9 11 50.6424515 10.3 26 155.7 1.9 11 129.1923520 9.9 25 346.6 2.2 11 298.3Table 2: Results for uniform re�nement in z-direction, 64 layers of elements.
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